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ABSTRACT 

ELASTIC-WAVE PROPAGATION IN ANHARMONIC MEDIA WITH 
RESONANT ABSORPTION AND DISPERSION 

Fred H. Harris 

We.tsel _e_t a_l and Meyer e t a 1 have experimentally observed 

anomalous resonances at harmonics of the fundamental resonant 

44- 
field in CaF^ : U using 9.0 GHz elastic waves. Wetsel has 

explained the observed phenomena by invoking multiphonon spin- 

lattice interactions while Meyer e_t al_ have attributed it to 

the natural anharmonicity of the crystal lattice. 

In this paper a model for elastic-wave propagation in 

anharmonic media with resonant absorption and dispersion is 

developed. The anharmonicity is represented by including third- 

order elastic energy, which leads to a nonlinear wave equation. 

Further, the resonant absorption and dispersion is included 

by assuming a Gaussian lineshape for a linear one-phonon spin- 

lattice interaction. The solution of the resulting equations 

of motion in terms of a harmonic series of sinusoidal waves 

leads to an infinite set of coupled nonlinear differential 

equations. The numerical solutions obtained by truncating the 

set at the fifth harmonic are given, and their close qualita¬ 

tive agreement with the experimental data is described. 

In view of the close qualitative agreement between the 

model and experiment, it is concluded that the observed 

anomalous resonances can be explained on the basis of lattice 

anharmonicity without including multiphonon spin-lattice 

interactions. Also, further experimental tests are suggested 

to test the results of the model. 
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INTRODUCTION I . 

Elastic waves have classically been employed for the study 

of various material properties • Typical examples of their 

use include the following: By measuring wave velocities 

using standard electronic techniques, elastic constants can 

be determined. Through observations of the interactions of 

phonons with conduction band electrons, the electronic proper¬ 

ties of metals may be investigated. By studying the 

attenuation of elastic waves as a function of temperature, 

anharmonic phonon-phonon interactions are deduced and their 

role in determining thermal conductivity can be evaluated. 

Specifically, this thesis will investigate the propagation 

characteristics of elastic waves when lattice anharmonicity 

is significant and resonant spin-lattice interactions are 

present. Elastic waves are ideal for such studies of propa¬ 

gation effects because their velocity is sufficiently low to 

permit the use of relatively simple techniques to measure both 

velocity and amplitude as functions of other observable para¬ 

meters, such as temperature or magnetic field magnitude and 

orientation. The presence of resonant dispersion and absorp¬ 

tion due to the spin-lattice interaction makes possible the 

easy separation of the effects of anharmonicity from other 

factors which have an effect on wave propagation. Experiments 

have now been carried out which make possible the direct com¬ 

parison of the results of this investigation with real physical 

sys terns . 

Elastic waves of microwave frequency were used in this 

research to insure that frequency dependent effects would be 
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First, nonlinearity 

in the form 

Thus the nonlinear effect is proportional to the frequency. 

Further, the spin-lattice transitions between the 

paramagnetic ion and the elastic wave are strongly frequency 

dependent. Transitions between energy levels of a Kramers 

doublet are proportional to t0 , and other types are proportion- 

x, 
a 1 to U) • 

Studies in the microwave range were first made possible 

(2) 
by Baranskii, who was able to generate longitudinal 

8 9 
waves in thick quartz plates in the range 10 to 2x10 cps. 

He was motivated by the desire - to eliminate the use of thin 

plates and to be able to use optical diffraction detection 

(3 ) techniques. Bommel and Dransfeld performed further experi- 

9 9 
ments at 10 to 2.5 x 10 cps. 

With the development of experimental techniques for 

(4) 
generating microwave frequencies, Jacobsen, Shiren, and Tucker 

proceeded to investigate phenomena in paramagnetic crystals. 

Early emphasis was placed on the interaction of phonons with 

electron spins. However, in the course of their research, 

as large as experimentally feasible, 

appears in the elastic-wave equation 

Jx1 V dK/ (1.1) 3KZ^' ' 

Assuming sinusoidal waves, then 

(1.2) ~ iku 
or, since 

(1.3) 

one obtains 

(1.4) 

i ~ OJ 
K ~ c: 

d*. c 
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Shiren^^ became the first to verify the theory of signal 

velocities of Brillouin and Baerwald,Nonlinear inter¬ 

actions were also first detected by Shiren.^^ Additional 
/ o \ 

nonlinear effects were observed by Guermeur a_l, ' Wetsel 

and Kitts, Meyer e_t aJL, and Carr. Much of this 

latter work has been aimed at the explanation of apparently 

anomalous resonances occuring at harmonics of the fundamental 

resonant field. Wetsel has advocated a multiphonon spin- 

lattice interaction theory to explain the experimentally 

observed resonances. The principle objective of this paper 

is to propose an alternate theory which does not require the 

presence o£r multiphonon absorption but is based instead on 

the natural anharmonicity of the crystal lattice. Numerical 

results are in reasonable agreement with the available experi 

mental data, lending support thereby to the latter approach. 

The specific crystalline system studied is calcium 

fluoride doped with 0.1% tetravalent uranium ions. This 

system is an appropriate choice because the anharmonicity is 

(12 ) 
known to be large enough to give observable effects. 

Further, the spin-lattice interaction is big enough to yield 

resonant absorption and dispersion sufficiently large to be 

easily observed experimentally. 

The CaF^ lattice is face centered cubic, with each 

calcium ion being surrounded by eight fluorine ions on the 

corners of a cube centered at the calcium ion. Each fluorine 

ion is surrounded by four calcium ions on the corners of a te 

4 + 
trahedron centered at the fluorine ion. The U ions occupy 

2 “I* 4 
sites of trigonal symmetry, replacing a Ca ion in U :CaF^. 
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4+ 2 + 
Although it is assumed that the U ion replaces a Ca 

ion, the ques tion of proper charge compensation has not ye t 

been answered satisfactorily. 

11 should be noted that the symmetry axis of the paramag¬ 

netic ion is along a (111) direc tion of the CaF£ lattice, for 

it is along a direc tion parallel to this axis that the propa¬ 

gation of longitudinal waves is s tudied. 

4+ The paramagnetic properties of the U ion arise most 

likely from two 5 f electrons. According to LS coupling and 

Hund1s rules, the free ions have the ground state configura- 

3 3 
tion which is nine-fold degenerate. The state is 

split into a singlet, a doublet, and two triplets in a cubic 

3 field. In the crys tal field the degenerate state is 

split into three double ts and three singlets. One of the 

double ts is lowest, and the observed resonance is between its 

levels . 

In his study of paramagne tic resonance a t microwave 

frequencies in U^+:CaF2* McDonald^*^ reports large fundamen¬ 

tal absorption with s trong dispersive effects which create a 

large change in signal velocity. Higher order anomalous reso¬ 

nances have been observed by We tse 1 ^ 5 and Meyer e t al m 

Figure 1 depicts the higher order resonances in ques tion. 

We tsel attributes these e f fee ts to (a) nonlinear anharmonic 

phonon-phonon interac tions and (b) multiple absorption of phonons 

by each paramagne tic ion, and he emphasizes the latter cause• 

By including nonlinear terms in his expression for the spin- 

lattice interaction, terms quadratic in the s train tensor 
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1.5 

are introduced. From a quanturn me chanic a 1 description of 

the strain tensor involving creation and annihilation 

operators, higher order terms in these* operators appear in 

the spin-lattice interaction. Transitions between the lattice 

vibra tions and the paramagne tic ion involving the simultaneous 

absorption by an ion of two or more phonons are thus 

allowable. Meyer e t a1, on the other hand, explain the observed 

phenomena in terms of a suppression of anharmonic interactions 

4+ 
by the dispersion associated with the U absorption, and 

base their arguments on the earlier work by Shiren ^ ^ in 

which he discussed the effect of an anharmonic lattice 

energy density on elastic waves in MgO. 

In particular, the attenuation near multiples of the 

fundamental resonant fie Id exhibits two positive peaks about 

a negative peak, at which the signal amplitude is larger than 

it is in a zero magnetic field. It is this effect which is 

of prime interest. The effort reported herein attempts to 

resolve the que s tions raised by the different interpretations. 

Can the effects observed be explained by a model containing 

only lattice anharmonicity with resonant absorption and 

dispersion, or must it also include nonlinear spin-lattice 

interac tions as proposed by We tse1? 

The primary reason for doubting We tse11s interpretation 

is the temperature dependance of the anomalous resonance . 

Figure 1, which is from as yet unpublished experimental 

work by McDonald and o thers a t the Reds tone Arsenal and is 

included herein with their kind permission, illus tra tes the 

marked tempera ture dependence* presen t. In particular, one 
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should no te both the va ria tion in positive peak separa tion and 

the lack of any change in the peak heights with a change of 

temperature. The model studied, which does not contain 

multiphonon interactions, has severa 1 functiona1 characteris- 

tics such as this which are in close qualitative agreement with 

the effects observed experimentally. 

De tails of the deve1opmen t of the mode 1 are given in 

Section II. Essentially, the model is based on lattice 

anharmonicity and resonant absorption and dispersion, with all 

being incorporated in the simplest way. Third-order elastic 

energy is introduced, leading to a nonlinear wave equation. 

For comparison with experiments involving relatively small 

elastic-wave amplitudes, higher order effects are unnecessary. 

Although the resonant absorption and dispersion are included 

in a somewhat phenomenological fashion, it will be shown that 

the theory of Jacobsen and Stevens,which treats elastic- 

wave propagation in solids with resonant spins, supports this 

approach. 

It is felt that this approach contains all the aspects 

necessary to explain the qualita tive features of the 

observed anomalous resonance. The possibility of nonresonant 

absorption and dispersion is included to account for some 

effects. An analy tica 1 trea tment using only the first and 

second harmonics along with a small signal assumption will 

show relatively good agreement. Numerical procedures for 

the solution of a system containing the first five . harmonics 

will demonstrate much closer agreement with the observed 
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phenomena* Section III presents a de tailed account of the 

numerical treatment, including a discussion of the results 

and an error analysis. 

Section IV compares the numerical results with the 

experimental results of Wetsei jeJ: a 1 and Meyer e t al, and 

sugge s ts additional experimental tests which might fur ther 

resolve the ques tions discussed in this thesis . 



II. THEORY 

2.1 

The model employed in this thesis is based on a treatment 

of the lattice as a continuous medium with anharmonicities 

represented through a third order elastic constant. Because 

the experimental wave amplitudes are small, effects higher 

than third order are neglected. Also, the lattice spacing is 

small relative to the wave lengths employed in the experiments 

under consideration, and the continuous treatment is 

therefore valid. Electron spin-lattice interactions are 

treated semiclassica 1ly, with the result that resonant absorp¬ 

tion and dispersion are included somewhat phenomenologically. 

However, appropriate justification for this will be given. 

To arrive at the appropriate equations of motion, the 

Hamiltonian formulation for continuous systems is employed 

(see Goldstein, for example). Thus a Hamiltonian 

which includes those features of the physical system to be 

incorporated into the model must be developed. Let the 

Hamiltonian, , be divided into three parts, namely the lattice 

Hamiltonian the spin Hamiltonian , and the spin-lattice 

Hami11 onian WSL , such that 

Consider a continuous medium with density p. Let 

u(x,y,z,t) represent the displacement from the rest position 

x,y,z of a point in the medium. The kinetic energy density 

term due to lattice vibrations is then given by 

(2.1) y-}iL + ys + ySL 

(2.2) 
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The potential energy density of deformation of the medium 

can be expressed as 

(2.3) f * t + f, + + f3 

or in terms 

(2.4) 

o f the strain tensor 

_ i f 

" ^ 
4- 

«7Xi / 

defined 

y 

by 

and material constants c . . , c . #1 n , and c , is given by 
IJ lj k1 ljklmn 

(2.5) f = % +• C,-j ^ij + +■ -£ c{jk£mrt €ij Ski £>nn f • • * . 

The constant term can of course be neglected and the coeffi¬ 

cients of the linear term considered zero, else a linear 

shift could cause a change in energy. 

Thus, to third order, 

(2.6) f - *2 £ ijkJt ^ij * "5 ^ *** Qj *~hJL 

Now let the waves to be studied be restricted to longitudinal 

plane waves propagating in the (100) direction. The only non¬ 

zero term in the strain tensor with this assumption is 

(2.7) 
_!_ f - 

ax ax/ " 
3m 

ax 

and therefore 

(2.8) 

eq . (2.6) becomes 

- C 
Z. II 

3 

where the subscripts of the elastic constants have been reduced 

to the Voight notation. Combining eqs. (2.2) and (2.8), the 

lattice Hamiltonian density is specified: 

(2.9) K‘±A%) 
lr pM 

+• ■III m 

To investigate the effects of natural crystalline anharmonicity 
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alone , 

(2.10) 

one can rewrite eq(2.8) in the form 

where 

(2.11) C* = 
Cm 

C„ 

The corresponding equation of motion is 

(2.12) 

Let the strain amplitude be represented by a Fourier series 

containing all the harmonics of a fundamental frequency <JJ l 

22 ‘n(|rX-wt) #- -in f u x - u)t) 
(2.i3) u(*,t) = Z un(x)e + Un(x)e 

& 

n*t 

One then has 

a* 

(2.14) £ii 
ax 

2,-nV(w„«)en + u*fx)e*) 
«w 

<^u 

ax1- <=• 

• m£ ch/« _ r^u)x 

ax c*- 

#• 

e. 

where, for simplicity, 

_ *’"(-irX-wO 
(2.i5) 6n-e 

Inserting the above into the equa tion of motion, eq . (2.12) , 

one ob tains an infinite set of coupled nonlinear ordinary 

differential equations where the coupling arises from the 

nonlinear term. 



2.4 
In order to compare the results of the proposed model, 

or any part thereof, with the usual experimental results, 

reflection at the free surface of the crystal must be 

considered. The boundary condition which exists at the 

free surface is one of zero stress. With the simple lattice 

model presented so far, the reflection of the wave at the 

free surface will cause the nonlinear effects to be canceled. 

To eliminate the cancellation of nonlinear effects in the 

simple model, a natural nonresonant absorption and/or dis¬ 

persion is added, somewhat phenomenologically, by expanding 

the coefficient arising from the resonant absorption and 

dispersion to include that which is non-resonant, i.e., that 

which is present with zero field. 

To include spin and spin-lattice effects in the simplest 

possible way, a spin ~ system is assumed. Jacobsen and 

Stevens, in their semiclassical treatment for a S=-| system, 

include spin effects of the form 

(2.16) US+VSL~ Z?/*
H5*W>+ te(Un+l~

Un~l)^
) 

n 

where S is the coupling constant between the strain and the 

x spin component, is the displacement of atom n, ft is the 

Bohr magneton, H is the dc magnetic field along the z direction 

and and are spin components. Note that the dependence 

in eq. (2.16) on the spin components, the magnetic field, 

is linear. Instead of 

the form used by Jacobsen and Stevens, consider, with the 

same underlying assumptions, 

(2.17) 77s + ?JSL - 3/3 M S* + Jyd /■/ £■ -5x 

and the strain \%>OT ) 

la 
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This form also corresponds closely to that of Black and 

Donoho . 

Combining and > the total Hamiltonian density 

for the model is obtained: 

(2-18) n 

and the corresponding equation of motion is 

(2.19) o ^X^ - c r )u 
p"7^ + C'"+ 7 <3 

<3x 

In order to determine the other equation of motion, that for 

S , the standard definitions for the time derivatives of the 
x 

quantum mechanical operators are applied: 

(2.2°) 5„ = 

or 

(2.21) 

and, similarly, 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Thus 

(2.23) 

or 

(2.24) 
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Before considering this the final form a damping term, 

5 , where (J is included for phenomenological reasons 
4o * * 
since it is known experimentally that spin perturbations are 

damped exponentially in time. 

Then one has 

(2.25) 
c, . Wo <- 

+ -QZ + 
= 3yu% a 

<5* 

Eq.'s (2.19) and (2.25) represent the equations of motion for 

the model. The thermal average value is used for S since S 
Z X 

is so small that is unperturbed. 

Included in Appendix A is a treatment, using the theory 

of Fourier transforms, which yields in the following form: 

(2.26) 5xft)= j 

where 

(2.27) 
iuJ, (*-*') 

- e J, 
(2.28) 

‘‘V=siu'+iX ’ 

and 

(2.29) L)' - (do |/T- 

One can eliminate S from the first equation of motion by 
X 

substituting , obtainable from eq. (2.26) in the form 
ax t 

-- j £<u‘sa (2.30) 
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into eq. (2.19) : 

(2.31a) ptl - C fn~c3«\ r bv-- c" Tr- \ t 

+ ^ el w 3 Si ^ k ft,*') Jt' 

where is given by eq. (2.11) and yH has been replaced by 

Dividing by ^ , 

(2.31b) 

Jt1 

-oo 

where 

(2.32) 

and 

(2.33) 

c
3= £:i. 

r 

v T- _ 7} i\ & Ldo 5? 
® — _ _ a. ' 

/°c 

Using the same representation for the strain amplitude 

as before, eq. (2.13), and noting that 

* 

(2.34) 

where 

(2.35) 

je„k (V')Ji' = -| 
•'OO 

en_ 

A 

Dn = ‘‘A^Sit , 
Wo 

with 

(2.36) Pn ” A 

a s demons tra ted in latter the part of Appendix A, eq. (2.31) can 



be r ewri11en as 
00
 2- -L 
-n ui Z‘ -ft Ui / if- Hf- \ 
~^r (u0e„+u„ea ) = 

n«=i 

r („ i«w 
ax’-- 

• ax’- ^ c ax 

/m = / 
x 5' T ^ ^ \ ax 
^ /m = f 

n-i 

" - ^VKj 
//7M£0. 

inioJU* 
3* 

n2U)^/y ) ffu 

/ JPn. 
/ aM/n *’mo nVL,/*\ e* 7 
^ ax- ** ^ '3xm-—u«)jjrj 

This can be simplified, using the fact that 

c)Ufi 
(2.38) 

dy. ■I << , 

to ob tain 

(2.39) - y z'™(Hhie -&u£e\ ^ c. I ax n ax -n/ 
o=» 

-f- 

-u*uMentM+ ) 

^ *‘*£) 

By setting the coefficients of e^ equal to zero, equations 

for the individual harmonics are obtained. 

Some understanding of the physical significance of the 

various terms and their effects on harmonic conversion can be 

acquired from examining eq. (2.39). 

The non-linearity coefficient 0(3 which is derived from 

consideration of anharmonicity in the lattice deformation 
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energy, couples a given harmonic to others, thereby allowing 

the growth of higher harmonics even though they may not be 

present in the initial elastic wave. 

Resonant absorption and dispersion, of course, arise 

from the coefficient • The initial treatment gives a 

Lorentzian lineshape, but the addition of non-resonant effects 

which cause changes in the lineshape is treated by looking 

at a Gaussian lineshape. Details of the derivation of the 

dispersion, given Gaussian absorption, are included as 

Appendix B. 

Before proceeding to solve a large set of coupled 

nonlinear differential equations by numerical techniques to 

determine if the proposed model has any worth, one should 

first examine a small signal approximation which can be solved 

analytically. By considering only the first two harmonics, 

one obtains the equations as follows: 

before reflection from the free surface, 

(2-40> A1 = + * M. 

(2.41) ik = -~U,l+ t 
eky. 

and after reflection, 

(2.42) dik ^ o+ i M, 
& X 

(2.43) 
AX 

4- \ 

where and k^ are introduced to allow for both resonant 

effects and non-resonant absorption and dispersion. 
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For future reference, note tha t 

(2.44) = i(k,-k*)u,iA? + t+i(kz- Ua 

Let = 0, since no effects near the fundamental resonance 

will be considered, and let 

(2.45) h,. * ‘ * 

kt 

Assuming 

(2.46) 

Ut(o) = 

U,U,*- 

} then 

X 

- tM*- U)^u* Jx . 
£ 

Then, if is calculated using a small signal 

approach, as is done be low, one has eq. (2.46) by which to 

calculate the effective energy absorbed from the fundamental 

wave . That is, 

(2.46) £U,U* = H-14XU* + 2 
& 

or 
• * °r 

(2.47) A Mi* - WxUz +S1(\UX^JIA ^ UXI4ZJK m I X-& Z J 
ftfltchon 

For the wave before re flee tion, le 11ing be assumed 

constant and setting £-"7j?lig with Ut ~ Ut(o) — | f 

one has from eq. (2.41) 

(2.48) ilk ^ € + i ; 
d X 

since U*/0) = O ^ 

(2.49) 



and at the end X ~ Ji, 
(2.50) UJI)=-4j^(l-e'

Kl) . 

For the wave after reflection, has the above value 

at the opposite end of the rod x=0; thus 

(2.51) 

and 

(2.52) 

d Uz. 
Hx a + i k? u 2. 

Using eqs. (2.49) and (2.52), ^2^2 Can calculated before 

reflect ion, 

(2.53) = Arl1 f e 'ze <*'VXJ , 
and after reflection, 

(2.54) 

-4-e If l - H- &*XCtr2yi x 

-XU+x) -j 
arx-j& (J+x) J 

The integral needed for eq. (2.46), integrating over one 

round trip through the crystal, is 

<2’55) fajx 

0 

-Lhz**H" 
/*+* ' 

'i + e - XcaySjCjj 
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Inser ting this result into eq • (2.47) , the desired energy 

abs orp tion is acquired: 

it if* € 
(2.56) A U,U, = 7T 

*• r -U N
2

- 
l+e -Ze oGL^l) 

+ z. yj^J 4- ~y- (s* + *f e 

•#* y 

2.e^^ ' 

/vy 
- (/5- e (panfX^A“*i 

Now, as a limiting case, let there be no absorption, ^ — 01 

and only non-resonant dispersion: then eq. (2.56) reduces to 

(2.57) 4«,U, = . 

goes to zero, AU^U^ also reduces to 

zero. The maximum with respect to variations in 

is found a t 

(2.58) = Z^vt. M- ^ /./AS- , 

at which point 

(2.59) A ^ (/, *f. 33 £ i 

For the values used in Sec tion III, £ 

the energy absorbed is 

¥ 

= .000375, Jl= 1000, 

(2.60) AU,U, *33 *( .375) = 5.4/ 

At this level, the sma11-signa1 approach is invalid, as was 

suspected. 
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Nevertheless, it is of interest to examine the above 

results when resonance is present. Consider the form 

(2.61) pi - P'l - (I.IU3S)D(<0 

(2.62) w = y.i + e 

where m is Dawson 1s integral, 

which is representative of a Gaus sian 1ine shape 

B)^ approximately, with non-resonant absorption 

dispersion . For an arbitrary value sJ= l. 

(see Appendix 

^ and 

this case was 

examined using numerical calculations of from eq. (2*56). 

Figures 2s3, and 4 illustrate the effects of varying resonant 

absorption, zero field phase shift, and zero field attenuation, 

respectively. 
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FIGURE 2. 

Small Signal Approximation With 
Variable Resonant Absorption and Dispersion 



Small Signal Approximation With Peak Resonant Absorption 
of 50dB and Variable Non-Resonant Phase Shift 
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FIGURE 4. 

Small Signal Approximation With Peak Resonant Absorption 
of 50dB, Non-Resonant Phase Shift of 30°, 

and Variable Non-Resonant Absorption 
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III. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 

In order to better examine the proposed mode 1, numerical 

methods were used to solve the system of nonlinear coupled 

differential equa tions obtained from eq. (2.39). The 

decision to include only the first five harmonics was somewhat 

arbitrary, being based on intuitive desires to improve 

significantly on the small signa1 approximation and to be 

able to ob tain reas onably accurate numerical data for the second 

and third harmonic s, yet a t the same time hoping to minimize 

compu ta tional costs. 

The system of equa tions thus used is 

(3.1) 
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With initial starting conditions at time zero taken 

a s 

U, (“) - I 

ujo) = Us^) = U+(») = 

the system of eq.'s (3.1) was solved using the simplest numeri¬ 

cal technique for treating such a system, Euler’s method. It 

is a well known one-step, first-order method with discreti¬ 

zation error proportional to h, where h is the stepsize. With 

a path length of one thousand reduced wave lengths, calcu¬ 

lations were standardly performed with a step size of four 

reduced wavelengths,i.e. 250 grid spaces. To determine the 

accuracy of the numerical procedure, and to verify the 

theoretical error dependence for it, calculations were made 

with stepsizes of one and two reduced wavelengths with all 

other variables remaining fixed. Figure 5 shows the relative 

error, using the results from the smallest step size as 

the correct value; clearly the error is proportional to the 

stepsize. Further, the absolute errors were on the order of 

17o for the number of steps taken. This error is well within 

the accuracy of the experimental apparatus. 

A more important possible source of error which 

deserves further comment is the truncation of the system of 

equations with the fifth harmonic. Since no equations with 

terms in the higher harmonics appear to convert energy from 

the final harmonic included, its amplitude will continue to 

build up if the wave path goes to infinity and no absorption 

is present. This is unphysical, and the calculations were not 
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carried to the point that large amplitudes in the last 

harmonic might be formed. 

Having thus de termined a suitable numerical method along 

with an appropria te stepsize, the selection of parameters was 

begun. With the desire to keep the parame ters as close as 

possible to realistically obtainable experimental values and, 

at the same time, obtain results from the model which closely 

resemble the experimental results, the following values are 

used as a s tandard set from which deviations are made to 

study various effects: 

range of fie Id s trength . 1.7 to 2.3 in 
steps of .02 

maximum re sonant attenuation of 
1st echo 40 dB 

anharmonicity 

length of crys tal 

.00150 

1000 reduced wave¬ 
lengths 

non-resonant attenuation 0,20,55,80,125 dB 

non-resonant dispersion -20,-80,-180,-320, 
-500 degrees 

Figure s 6 and 7 shows the 1ineshapes after several passes 

which are generated by the model. Note the close resemblance 

of the general features of the lineshape for two passes, for 

example, to the experimen tal lineshape of Figure 1. Aithough 

this s tudy did no t include a detailed inves tigation of the 

e ffee t of multiple echoes on the 1ine shape, the changes evident 

in Figures 6 and 7 are in genera 1 agreement with tha t which 

has been seen experimentally. 

Varia tions in several parame ters have been made to 

s tudy the re la tive effects on 1ine shape s generated by the 



H/Ho 
FIGURE 6. 

Attenuation for Fields in Vicinity of Fundamental Resonant Field 



FIGURE 7. 

At tenua tion in Vicinity of Twice the Fundamental Resonant Field 
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model. With constant spin-lattice interaction strength, the 

anharmonicity was varied over the range .00050 to .00250. 

Positive peak separation remained the same and, although the 

peak heights were enlarged with increased anharmonicity, the 

ratio of the positive peak heights, relative to the off- 

resonance amplitude, remained constant. The ratio of the 

negative peak heights compared to the off-resonance value 

increased. Figures 8 and 9 show these effects. 

To investigate temperature effects on the model, the 

spin-lattice interaction strength was varied with the anhar- 

monicity held constant. Figure 10 demonstrates the change 

in lineshape for two values of the spin-lattice interactions, 

and Figures 11 and 12 show the relative effects on peak heights 

and positive peak separation. It is these results, along with 

those from the previous paragraph, which provide the strongest 

evidence in support of the model. 

The nonresonant absorption and dispersion, which is varied 

through modification of the zero field attenuations and zero 

field phase shifts for each harmonic, was selected to provide 

the best fit to experimental results. As discussed earlier 

when the standard set of parameters were specified, this 

selection was essentially by trial and error. 

In Figures 6 and 7, a comparison of the lineshape for 

one pass (that is, when no echo has occurred) and for multiple 

passes illustrates the absence of positive peaks prior to 

reflection at the stress free surface. This point is discussed 

in more detail in Section IV, for it provides a clue toward 
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Effect of Spin-Lattice Attenuation 
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further testing of the model. 

Figure 13 illustrates the general effect of variations 

in the zero field phase shifts. With zero phase shift, the 

resonance lineshape is symmetric about the harmonic field 

value. With non-zero phase shifts, asymmetry occurs and a 

sign change reverses the effect. Note that this characteristic 

of the model, assuming the model to be otherwise acceptable, 

could be used to deduce the phase shifts through duplication 

of experimentally acquired data for the material of interest. 
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IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT AND CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental work by Wetzel, Meyer e_t a_l, and McDonald 

has provided data with which the results of the proposed 

mode 1 may be compared. Figures 1 and 14 amply illus trate 

the experimentally detectable lineshapes. The anomalous 

resonant attenuation which occurs at harmonics of the funda¬ 

mental resonant field is charac terized by two positive peaks 

separated by a region in which the attenuation is less than 

the off-resonance value. The magnitudes of both the positive 

and negative peaks are found to be approximately proportions1 

to the elas tic-wave intensity, in contras t to the normal 

resonant attenuation, which is independent of intensity. 

Fur thermore, the separation of the two positive peaks 

depends s trongly on temperature at liquid helium temperatures, 

although the amplitudes of the positive peaks are essentially 

independent of tempera ture. 

* The numerical results obtained from the proposed mode 1, 

as described in the previous section, are in close qualitative 

agreement with these experimental results. Particularly 

encouraging is the agreement between mode 1 and experimen t 

relative to the temperature dependence of the anomalous 

resonance, which is ob tainable through variation in the spin- 

lattice interaction strength. 

Differences be tween the model and experimental results 

are present, e specially in the fine detail of the res onance 

shapes• This is to be expected, however, for the Gaussian 

1ineshape used for the fundamenta1 resonance is an ideal 
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FIGURE 14. 

(13) 
Suppression Effect at Resonant Field of Second Harmonic 
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one; physically, the lineshape is different, being neither 

Gaussian nor Lorentzian, Nevertheless, study is continuing 

with a better approximation to the actual lineshape in an 

attempt to obtain better agreement from the model. 

In view of the agreement between the calculations 

contained herein and the experimental lineshapes, it is felt 

that the anomalous resonance can be adequately explained 

through the inclusion of anharmonicity without consideration 

of multiphonon spin-lattice interaction. 

Further experimental measurements will help to clarify 

the questions discussed in this thesis. The following 

possible tests might prove to be of substantial value. 

If the strain amplitude is measured at the end of 

the first pass, i.e., at the free end before echoes have 

occurred, then nothing but suppression should be evident at 

any harmonic if the model is correct. If multiphonon effects 

are in fact present, they might be better seen in this way; 

otherwise, their absence will be more strongly verified. 

Also, it would be interesting to look directly at the 

harmonics to see how they agree with the predicted values. 

Finally, the theoretical model is able to predict the 

effects of suppressing the spin-lattice interaction at higher 

harmonics. If it were experimentally possible to do the 

same perhaps by electromagnetic saturation, a comparison could 

be made of the effects on the fundamental resonance. 

Experimental activity on the first of these suggested 

procedures is now underway by Meyer e t a 1 at the Redstone 

Arsenal . 



V. APPENDICES 

A. Solution of 5* + ■— Si* + w/"6 Sj 
cDlf 

<9* 

Le11ing 

( A . 1) f(-t) = (x)o & SA » 

eq. (2.25) can be written 

(A.2) ”5* /j. JS* , c = T/x\ 

7F 
W 

Taking the Fourier transform 

(A. 3) r ;<*>£ 
Sf^)e 

one obtains 

(A.4) 

SA(t) » S^)e c/o) , 

^-tL)2"- 5(u>) - iF^) 

Thus 

(A.5) s(<*0 = ff“>) 

and 

(A.6) 

it&'b 

S (t) - f  fe- ^  JiD 

— *» 

Including the integral representation of f (&7) , 

? y3
 iio(t-e) 

<A-7> — 6J<N to7"- i^k. 
0(0 

d/co c/^/ 
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and by rearranging terms, 

(A.8) SxW = j ffo*) jjW ) iuiiS* • 

To perform the inner integral, the residue theorem for complex 

integration is employed. Let the integral be rewritten as 

'Wt-t') 
e Jt* = 

zw J 

iuz (-i - -d') 

~ Jco 
ZTf ] (Ui-OJ,) ((J-dOa.) 

.OO 

(A.9) 6J,jS- = ±0J'+- z 
tJc 

OJ = dJc F 2. 
o 

Then 

i') 

- J- -£    ^(o = 
O j t < {:' 

Zvil rtnJues j ■£>£* 

(A.10) = -i 

loj/i-i1) 

(J, - Ua ^r 

,-ukfr- 
- e 

«i 

= k (*><') 
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Eq. (A.8), including this result, becomes 
± 

(A.11) = j f(tjk(t,e) je 
_ thO 

or by substitution of f(t'), defined by eq. (A.l), 

(A.12) 

Assume now that 

Sx(t) =. [ « S* % 

-iLot 
(A.13) = 

then e q• (A.8) become s 

s,«» 

"t 

0 
,e J* 

/ ^ ~i(u+mz) t' 

~ Ziu' e 

> /w.t | -t (u)+Ui,)i: 

I j -i(u+ (dz)£ 

Ziu>' ^ 

-lUi't 

Zco'(u+(d,) 

-i (u+UJt) 

e 
iujir 

Zui'( iJ+Wi) 

- I OJ'b 
e i i 

Z 60 ' I 60 + OJ, 6J+dJ 



Sift) - 
_ e 

-iu>h 
(td-fCJ*.) - 

LO/ + lOt ) +U}j^ 

-Zu>' 
Z <-o* tS^+u) (uirf-eo-^) + 

-luJ’b 

Uic -lx± - 
( CO kJc 

4- 

A.4 

This above result is significant, for it demons tra te s 

that resonant absorption and dispersion will arise from the 

assumed time dependence of 
2% 
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B. Derivation of Dispersion Appropriate to Gaussian Absorption 

The Kramers-Kronig equations (see for example Slichter, 

ch.2) provide a means of calculating the dispersion assuming 

that the absorption is known: 

(B.l) X = x'+ 

where x' is the dispersion and x", the absorption, 

then 

(B . 2 ) X 

(18) 

-Lpf XJ 
‘ ~ 7T / J (o'. 

x'Va)') JLO' 

u> 

where ^ represents the principle part of the integral 

the absorption be a normalized Gaussian: 

Le t 

(B . 3 ) 
^ e 

The dispersion then is given as 

(B.4) x'M = irPj I 

(lO-iOo) 

Z <7~7- 

(lo'-CJo) 
Z. cr3' 

cr LO'-LJ 
Jui 

Letting 

ai - u - U 

(B . 5) Co' = U.+ UO 

cfu - ' 

then eq. (B.4) can be rewritten as (u •# to - 
OO -  -a-—  

i r Q zcra 

<B-6) —u. 

This is impossible to integrate directly, so its solution 

is approached by differentiation: 

M !  (B . 7 ) 

or 
JLO rfjjrZ-Z 

(u-nj-tOQ 

- (UI-HD-DJ) e z 

<r U 
<JU 

— o*> 
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CM+u)-aj t>y 
Z a-' 

fzTrcr1 
JU 

_o«=> 

Ui-U)o 

{Wo* 

OO (tH-Ui-^cY 
£> ~ ZV'Z- 

UL 
cju. 

but this is a differential equation, 

(B.9) cl*' U)-U)o / _ * 

alco cr^~ X 7TCT2- 

With a change of variable, 

(B.10) 

c/j£ = 

then eq. (B.9) becomes 

60 - tOa 

fz. cr-2^' 

clio 
fz<r^ 

(B . 11) 

or 

(B.12 ) 

Iflo^ JZ 

Ml 

* £X' =- 
a~ TTcrd 

4 Z £ X = “ 
\rr 
IT <r 

With the change of dependent variable 

-r 
(B . 13) X = 

eq. (B . 12) 

(B.14) 

thus 

becomes 

- -2 £ £ f(0 

(B.15 ) 
elf . 

Ji ~ 

or 

(B . 16 ) 
fa): 

f(z) 

,-?Jf -£ 
4 Z2.e. ffe) = - 

ifz7 e 
7TO~ 

fz 

TO" e* 4 
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JU 
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Then from eq. (B.13) one has 
xr i i 

v, tiT { . ^ 
(B . 17) / = J £ 

3 • 
But the integral is Dawson1s integral D (2) 

e Jit (B . 18 ) m-- ) 
Hence 

(B. 19 ) X = - ML 
-wo¬ 

rn 

where Z is de fined by eq. (B.10). 

It should be noted that D(-2) ~ D(2). 

The dispersion x1 and absorption x" are thus 

J>(2) 
(B . 20) 

x' = - 
7r<r' 

// I £ 
X a e 

£ - 

ifj.rrcr'1- 
uJ-aJo 
y ao"2- 

Wishing to normalize x" so that x" 
max - t , 

then 

(B . 21) x*= X. e 
-2' 

where 

(B.22) y. = fzw 

and the dispersion becomes 

/ x z 
nr (B . 2 3 ) 
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The parameter {T is selected in such a way tha t the desired fu11 

width at half maximum can be obtained. Let cf be the desired 

full width at half maximum; then * 

(B.24) 4-- e 
?cr7- 

or 

(B.25) 

or 

(B . 2 6 ) 

from which one obtains 

(B . 2 7 ) 

Scr2- 

- 8 cr2-/* 2. 

& 
£ - 7L\T£ CT (JUX 2.) ** . 

Thus 

(B.28) cr = / 
zftOUz')*- 

Fur ther wishing to expres s a 11enua tion after two passes 

a cry s tal of length Jl in dB, 
then 

4= 
e 

in 

(B . 2 9 ) 

or 

(B.30) 

hence 

(B. 31) 

^ = 8.18581 (Zjlt) , 

y   
" ZJL (S.LISS*0 

Thus with the desired attenuation A, and full width at half 
d B 

maximum 
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